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Abstract—Tactile Internet based Cyber-Physical Systems (TCPS) are highly sensitive to component and communication latencies and packet drops. Building a high performing TCPS, thus, necessitates experimenting with different hardware, algorithms, access technologies, and communication protocols. To facilitate such experiments, we have developed TCPSbed, a modular testbed for TCPS. TCPSbed facilitates the integration of different components, both real and simulated, to realize different TCPS applications and evaluate their latency and control performances. TCPSbed’s latency analyzer tool employs a novel method to isolate latencies of individual TCPS components such as the latencies contributed by actuation, sensing, algorithms, and by the network, all in an online fashion. TCPSbed’s method of analyzing stability is also novel. It involves the use of the step response analysis method, a classic control-theoretic method used for analyzing the stability of generic control systems. TCPSbed’s support for edge intelligence modules enables prediction of command and feedback signals at the network’s edge allowing TCPS applications to perform well in adverse network conditions. TCPSbed’s source-code, made available through our GitHub page TactileInternet, allows developers to extend its features and functionalities further. In this paper, we describe the architecture and implementation details of TCPSbed and demonstrate its features through several proof-of-concept experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet was designed primarily for the exchange of data. Over the years, however, it has evolved into a medium for transferring real-time audio and video as well. Recently, researchers have provided a new vision for the Internet, referred to as the Tactile Internet, in which the Internet is used to enable real-time human-in-the-loop Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) involving tactile sensory (haptic) feedback and high frame-rate video feedback to control and steer faraway objects in real-time [2], [3], [4], see Figure 1. The futuristic network will enable these real-time human-in-the-loop cyber-physical systems as Tactile Cyber-Physical Systems (TCPS) [5], [6].

TCPS applications are highly sensitive to latency and packet drops. Higher of these may cause cybersickness in the use of TCPS applications and control-loop instabilities.

Cybersickness: In tactile-visual control applications such as gaming, at higher latencies, the video feedback in response to the operator’s actions will be delayed and noticeable to the operator, resulting in cybersickness [8]. Cybersickness can cause physical and physiological effects in human operators, preventing them from using the system for a long duration [9]. The latency at which the operator starts to experience cybersickness depends on the operator dynamics (i.e., the operator’s hand speed) and the operator side’s video feedback configuration. For most use cases, latencies of more than a few milliseconds can already result in cybersickness.

Control Loop Instability: There exists a control loop in the TCPS of Figure 1. This control loop results from the kinematic command and force-feedback between the operator-side human-system interface and the teleoperator. Control loop instabilities can cause the remote-side robot to go out of synchronization with the operator’s hand movements. In critical applications such as telesurgery, such instabilities can result in injuries to patients. Instability can arise in the control loop when the end-to-end latency, jitter, or packet drops are high [10]. The latency, jitter, and packet drop values at which the control loop destabilizes depend on several factors. They depend on the operator dynamics (i.e., the operator’s hand speed), human-system interface and robot make, and even the material’s stiffness at the remote side. For most use cases, however, latencies of more than a few milliseconds can destabilize the control loop [10].

Current ambitions for 5G communications and IETF Deterministic Networking (DetNet) standards stipulate network...
latencies for TCPS in the order of a few milliseconds, provided the distance between operator and teleoperator sides be within certain limits [11]. When the distance is considerable, irrespective of the underlying network technology, the network will introduce a communication delay no smaller than the distance divided by the speed of light. In such cases, to avoid control loop instability and cybersickness in TCPS (while the actual latency is still restricted by the speed of light and is beyond TCPS requirements), prediction algorithms may be used at the TCPS edges i.e., at the operator and teleoperator-sides [12]. Using prediction techniques is the only way that latency can be obtained that is seemingly lower than the speed of light. Using prediction techniques also improves the reliability of the network in scenarios where there exists considerable packet loss. In TCPS, the prediction blocks near the operator-side predict the control commands, and those at the teleoperator-side predicts feedback (e.g., haptic, video) to imitate the behaviour of a low-latency and reliable network. The method of using prediction-based approaches in TCPS to improve its network quality is referred to as edge intelligence [13], [8].

Even if we assume the availability of a low-latency and reliable network in the foreseeable future, designing a high-performing TCPS will still require us to experiment with different hardware, prediction algorithms, access technologies and communication protocols and evaluate their end-to-end latencies and stabilities [12]. Existing testbeds for teleoperation systems, 5G and IETF DetNet, however, are either application-specific or designed to evaluate the performance of specific components. They are not readily usable for the requirements of general TCPS applications and cannot help conduct experiments to evaluate the latency and stability of the system. This has motivated us to develop TCPSbed, a modular testbed specifically designed for TCPS with support for a broad range of TCPS components. TCPSbed allows the integration of different components, both real and simulated, such as networks in ns-3 or Mininet and robots in VREP, to realize end-to-end TCPS applications with reasonable effort [14], [15], [16]. For instance, TCPSbed out-of-the-box supports different TCPS flows, such as kinematic, audio, video, and haptic, which are common in many TCPS applications. TCPSbed also combines novel methods and tools to evaluate both end-to-end and component performance of TCPS applications, in particular, to evaluate latencies of TCPS components and the stability of TCPS control loops. TCPSbed’s support for edge intelligence modules enables the integration of prediction algorithms at the network edges, which is key in lowering latency.

In this paper, we describe the architecture and implementation details of TCPSbed and demonstrate its features through several proof-of-concept experiments.

A. Contributions

Our main contributions are the following:

- We present the modular architecture of TCPSbed, an open-source testbed designed specifically for TCPS applications.
- We discuss edge intelligence in the context of TCPS and further describe the structure and usage of TCPSbed’s edge intelligence components.
- We describe methods and tools to perform latency characterization and stability analysis of TCPS and its components.
- We present several proof-of-concept experiments to demonstrate the flexibility and the novel features of TCPSbed.

B. Related Work

1) Testbed: Past works on testbeds for teleoperation systems are intended for specific applications and often designed to analyze the performance of a specific testbed component [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. For instance, in [17], the authors describe a testbed specifically designed for hotline robot applications. The same is true for testbeds for the Tactile Internet [23], [24], [25]. Their designs focus on evaluating the performance of specific testbed components, such as 5G and Wi-Fi access technologies. Application and component specific testbeds of the above kind are not readily portable to the requirements of general TCPS applications and cannot help conduct experiments with different components, such as hardware, access technologies, and communication protocols. Recently, after our work [1], authors in [26] has proposed TIXT, a testbed specifically designed for TCPS. TIXT however has the following shortcomings compared to TCPSbed.

- Its source code is not open and the API framework is not defined/documentated.
- It lacks edge intelligence components.
- It does not support Mininet, the go-to emulator to experiment with software-defined networks, out-of-the-box.
- It does not provide methods or tools to evaluate the latency or stability of TCPS. Latency and stability analysis of TCPS is essential to study the effects of cybersickness and control-loop instabilities.

2) Latency Characterization: Component-level latency characterization is crucial in TCPS. It helps in optimizing the components to meet the stringent end-to-end latency and reliability requirements of a TCPS application. However, none of the testbeds mentioned above provides methods or tools to perform component-level latency characterization of TCPS, which is a key contribution of our paper.

Several open/commercial tools such as ping, traceroute, solarwinds, and visualroute exist for evaluating the latency of network components of a TCPS [27], [28]. However, these tools are not suitable for evaluating the latencies of TCPS non-networking components, e.g., the latency associated with sensing, actuation, and the algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no tool to simultaneously evaluate the networking and non-networking components in a TCPS, which motivated us to develop a custom latency characterization method and tool, as described in this paper.

3) Performance Analysis: Several subjective and objective methods to evaluate TCPS-like systems are found in the literature [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34]. Subjective methods employ human operators to evaluate TCPS. They often measure the human operator’s quality of experience to evaluate instabilities in TCPS indirectly — a lower quality of experience indicates higher levels of instabilities. Being
subjective, often they are time-consuming and cannot detect control-loop instabilities that lie outside the sensory perception range of human operators. Objective methods use Quality of Service (QoS) metrics such as latency, jitter, and packet drops to evaluate TCPS. However, it is not easy to arrive at the right combination of these metrics that result in stable control loops. These shortcomings motivated us to propose an alternative method to characterize the performance of TCPS that uses the classical step response analysis method. In our work, we design and develop the necessary framework and tool to conduct step response analysis on TCPS.

C. Outline

This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the architecture of TCPSbed, its constituting components, their APIs and interfaces. Section III presents different methods to evaluate the performance of TCPS using TCPSbed. Specifically, describing how to conduct latency and step-response characterizations. Section IV describes how we implemented TCPSbed in our lab. We evaluate the performance of TCPSbed and demonstrate its applications through several proof-of-concept experiments in Section V and Section VI. We conclude in Section VII.

II. TESTBED ARCHITECTURE

A TCPS consists primarily of three subsystems — the operator-side that includes the human operator, the teleoperator-side that includes the remote side robot, and the communication network, referred to as tactile internet, connecting the two sides. TCPS applications being latency-sensitive, the components in these three subsystems have to meet stringent delay requirements. Often this necessitates exploring different hardware, algorithms and protocols for these components. In such experiments, a researcher would often focus on only one of the subsystems, and in many cases, on a particular component of the subsystem. To facilitate such experiments with minimal overhead, we design a modular architecture for TCPSbed, see Figure 2.

TCPSbed separates various TCPS subsystems into multiple components of distinct functions and glues them together through a set of APIs with standardized interfaces to realize various TCPS data-flows such as audio, video, kinematics and haptics. Separation of subsystems into components would allow researchers to focus on certain components without bothering about the implementation and interface details of others. This kind of architecture makes TCPSbed generic, modular and extensible.

In this section, we first describe the various components of TCPSbed and then explain the structure and placement of their APIs.

A. Components

TCPSbed consists of the following components:

- [tactile-operator, tactile-teleoperator]: The tactile-operator represents the human operator, and the tactile-teleoperator represents the remote-side robot being controlled. Due to the cost and resource constraints, researchers sometimes may want to use a simulated tactile-teleoperator. The Virtual-Robot Experimentation Platform, V-REP, serves this need. It simulates different types of robots and their physical surroundings.

- [ms-embsys, ss-embsys, ms-embsys-app, ss-embsys-app]: TCPSbed uses embedded computing boards both at the operator and the tele-operator sides. ms-embsys is the board at the operator-side and houses sensors and algorithms to capture the operator’s kinematic movements. The board also includes drivers to display remote-side audiovisual information and to convey haptic feedback to the operator. The board on the teleoperator-side, ss-embsys, houses actuators to drive the robot and sensors to capture audio, video, and haptic information. In some cases, it may be useful to simulate ms-embsys and ss-embsys boards in code, e.g., to re-play a human operator’s hand movements from a dataset or to evaluate the performance of a robot using its mathematical model. We refer to the simulated versions of the embedded computing boards as embsys-app’s. The simulated version of ms-embsys is referred to as ms-embsys-app and the simulated version of ss-embsys as ss-embsys-app.

- [ms-com, ss-com]: Different applications may use different communication technologies for connecting the operator and teleoperator sides to the network. For instance, some applications may use WiFi links, while some others may use point-to-point Ethernet links. In a testbed for TCPS, it is desirable to have separate communication components to facilitate easy porting and testing of different communication technologies. ms-com and ss-com serve as the communication components in TCPSbed. They connect ms-embsys and ss-embsys to the network.

- [ms-ei, ss-ei]: TCPSbed comes with ready-to-deploy edge intelligence components ms-ei and ss-ei at the operator and teleoperator sides, respectively. We use Python in a Linux environment to create these edge intelligence components. We can host these components in any IP-based computing boards that support Linux and interface with the rest of the testbed components. We also expose a set of APIs in these components which the developer can modify to code the desired prediction algorithm. The exact placement of ms-ei and ss-ei depends on the TCPS application and complexity of the prediction algorithm in use. For instance, if the last mile is a wireless link, it is more appropriate to place the edge intelligence component one-hop away from ms-com and ss-com and near the radio base-station. Such a placement enables accurate predictions of incoming signals that do not depend on wireless channel quality. For a wired network, placing the edge intelligence component in a more resourceful host can enable to run more intelligent and sophisticated prediction mechanisms.

- [srv]: Several TCPS applications demand the need to run computationally intensive algorithms, such as the kinematics and inverse-kinematics algorithms, both at the operator and the teleoperator sides. A testbed for TCPS
can include embedded computing boards, \textit{ms-embsys}, and \textit{ss-embsys} with powerful processors to execute such algorithms. However, such a testbed design is challenging as it is not easy apriori to assess the processing requirements of the embedded computing boards to support different TCPS applications. To work around this difficulty, we introduce the component \textit{srv} in TCPSbed. The TCPS flows from the operator to the teleoperator side and back pass through \textit{srv}. If the computational requirement of a TCPS application is higher than what embedded computation boards can handle, we offload the algorithms to \textit{srv}. \textit{srv} could be a real server or a high-performance computer. During the TCPS development phase, \textit{srv} provides insights into the computing power required by the embedded computers, which helps in choosing optimal embedded computing boards for the final TCPS design.

- \textit{network}: Many times during development, it is useful to evaluate the performance of the TCPS using simulated computer networks in addition to real networks. In TCPSbed, network simulators ns3 and Mininet serve this need. When using ns3, the testbed components are run on real hosts and are interconnected using the component \textit{emu}, which runs a simulated ns-3 network. When using Mininet, both the hosts running the testbed components and network are simulated.

\subsection{APIs}

Typical TCPS applications require four types of data-flows, namely kinematic, haptic, audio, and video flows. TCPSbed uses custom APIs in the testbed components to realize these flows. Figure 3 shows these APIs and how they connect various testbed components.

- \textit{[receive()}, \textit{send()]}: \textit{receive()} reads data from the connected physical sensors or adjacent TCPS components. At \textit{ms-embsys}, \textit{receive()} reads data from the kinematic sensors attached to the operator. At \textit{ss-embsys}, \textit{receive()} reads data from position sensors and haptic sensors mounted on the robotic arm. At \textit{ms-com} and \textit{ss-com}, \textit{receive()} reads data from the embedded boards \textit{ms-embsys} and \textit{ss-embsys}, respectively, running embedded protocols (e.g., I2C, SPI or USB). At \textit{srv}, \textit{receive()} reads data from both \textit{ms-com} and \textit{ss-com} in either directions, running network transport protocols (e.g., UDP). \textit{send()} transmits data to the connected physical actuators or adjacent TCPS components. Like \textit{receive()}, its input and output depends on the TCPS component on which it resides, on the embedded and network protocols in use, and the types of sensors and actuators.

- \textit{[code()}, \textit{decode()]}: Testbed components use these APIs...
for coding and decoding data. The code/decode format depends on the TCPS component and its interface protocols. Specific to the audio and the video flows are audio.code(), audio.decode(), video.code(), and video.decode() APIs.

- \([\text{kinematics}()], \text{inverse_kinematics}()\): \text{kinematic}() uses data from the kinematic sensors mounted on the operator (or on the operator-side human-computer interface) to compute the operator's pose and movements. \text{inverse_kinematic}() uses these computed values to generate commands to drive the remote-side robot actuators to recreate the operator's pose.

- \([\text{sense}()], \text{feedback}()\): \text{sense}() does calibration, scaling, and filtering of the haptic data it receives from the haptic sensors mounted on the remote-side robot. \text{feedback}() uses the processed haptic data to drive haptic actuators at the operator-side.

- \([\text{predict}()]\): At ms-\text{ei}, the API predicts haptic data using the current kinematic sample it receives from the operator-side and the past haptic samples it receives from the teleoperator-side. At ss-\text{ei}, the API predicts kinematic data using the current haptic sample it receives from the teleoperator-side and from the past kinematic samples it receives from the operator-side. The predict() can also be configured to modulate the data transmit interval (i.e., how fast predictions are done) and the data receiving interval (i.e., the sampling interval).

C. Testbed Configuration

To use TCPSbed, a user has to configure various networking and non-networking components and their interfaces. These configurations include (i) assigning hosts (e.g., PCs) and IP addresses to ms-com, emu, srv, ss-com, ms-\text{ei} and ss-\text{ei} (ii) defining the interface types, addresses and port numbers to realize the TCPS flows, (iii) defining the embedded device types - real or simulated and their settings, (iv) defining the network type - real or simulated, and (v) configuring the network simulator settings such as latency, bandwidth, and packet drops. In TCPSbed, all of the above configuration details are entered in a spreadsheet and then converted to a config file and stored in the TCPSbed’s run directory, a copy of which resides in every testbed host.

TCPSbed supports several placement possibilities for its components. For instance, it is possible to run several testbed components on a single host or just one component per host. It is also possible to run testbed components on simulated Mininet hosts, or real hosts separated over an intercontinental link. We demonstrate these possibilities through the experiments in Section V.

III. LATENCY AND STEP RESPONSE CHARACTERIZATION

In this section, we describe how to perform latency and step response characterization of a TCPS application using TCPSbed.

A. Latency Characterization

Since a TCPS consists of multiple distributed components, it is essential to get an insight into the performance of each component. For example, it is desirable to measure a remote robotic arm’s reaction time to a user command to budget for end-to-end latencies over a production network. Such measurements require a tool similar to ping, with enhanced support for TCPS. Such a tool should also measure processing delay and actuation delays in addition to the network latencies.

We can use TCPSbed as an in-situ latency test ecosystem with the help of a Test-PC and echo points. Echo points are locations on the forward and backward data paths where we examine the latency values. Each TCPS component can have multiple echo points. A Test-PC, as in Figure 4, issues echo commands targeting a particular echo point and then measures the time it takes for the echo to arrive. The process is repeated multiple times and for multiple echo points to get the latency distribution. The echo commands are UDP-based wrappers around the data commands: they contain data that the ms-embsys and ss-embsys components expect. Meaning, the system is fully functional while the test is in progress and, hence, the resultant latency numbers are representative of the TCPS under test.

In Figure 4, Test-PC inserts the echo commands in the kinematic data path through ms-com, bypassing ms-embsys which does not have an IP address. Thus the resultant echo trajectory of the kinematic data path does not cover the latency between ms-embsys and ms-com. As a solution, we propose using the echo trajectory of the haptic data path to measure and isolate the forward kinematic latencies involved between ms-embsys and ms-com.

![Fig. 4. In-situ latency test. The path taken by the echo command targeting echo point ss-embsys-entry is marked. Only the echo points in the forward kinematic data path are shown.](image-url)

Note: It may be possible for a loaded OS kernel in hosts to affect latency measurements. In order to circumvent this problem, we measure a component latency by finding the difference of the latency associated with echo points placed...
at the entry and exit points of the component. We expect the kernel-dependent offset in the latency measurements to be present in the latencies of both the entry and exit echo points. Taking a difference will thus cancel this offset. We also send echo commands in an interleaved fashion to the targeted echo points to avoid temporal variations in the kernel’s load from affecting the latency measurement. In this method, if we want to measure the latency of echo points \( A \) and \( B \) placed at the entry and exit point of a component by sending \( m \) echo points each, we send the first echo command targeting to \( A \), next command targeting to \( B \), next targeting to \( A \), next targeting to \( B \) and so on until \( m \) echo points are sent to both \( A \) and \( B \). This contrasts with sending the first \( m \) echo commands to \( A \) and then sending the next \( m \) echo commands to \( B \).

### B. Step Response Characterization

We can model TCPS applications using control system elements. In this model, the tactile-operator acts as the controller and the tactile-teleoperator as the device being controlled. The haptic data comprises the feedback to this controller, and the kinematic data forms the controller output. With this control model in place, it is possible to evaluate the control performance of the TCPS application using classical control-theoretic methods. In our work, we use the step response method to profile the control performance of TCPS applications [35], [36].

To perform the analysis, we have created two \textit{embsys-app’s}: one is connected to the \textit{ms-com} and the other to \textit{ss-com}. The \textit{ss-embsys-app} at the \textit{ss-com} replaces the tactile teleoperator. It takes kinematic data from the operator side, \( k \), as input and simulates haptic data, \( h \), as a linear function of the kinematic data; \( h = s(t) \times k \), where the scaling factor \( s(t) \) is set to 1 for \( 0 \leq t < t_0 \) and to \( 1/c \) for \( t \geq t_0 \). This is to simulate a step-change in the pressure. \textit{ms-embsys-app} at the \textit{ms-com} end senses this step-change through the haptic data path. It then sends commands over the kinematic data path to nullify this change. Proportional Integral (PI) controller equations are used for this purpose [37]. Using a logger tool in \textit{ss-embsys-app}, we record the step response profile of the haptic data; see Figure 5. We define \( t_r \) as the time taken by the step response to rise from \((1/c)\) \textit{units} at \( t_0 \) to \((1/c + 0.9(1 - 1/c))\) \textit{units}. Overshoot is defined as the peak percentage fluctuation in the step response relative to \((1 - 1/c)\) \textit{units}.

Both rise-time \((t_r)\) and overshoot depend on the TCPS component and network characteristics such as latency, jitter, and packet drops, e.g., both increase with network latency. Further, any TCPS application can withstand rise-times and overshoots up to specific values depending on operator hand speed and accuracy requirements. For instance, a certain rise-time may suit an application with slow operator hand movement, but may not for another application with faster operator hand movement. Similarly, an overshoot value may be tolerable for an application requiring less accuracy, but may not be for another application requiring more accuracy. In a nutshell, step response parameters such as rise times and overshoots can be used to judge a TCPS implementation’s stability. Further, since they are affected by both networking and non-networking component characteristics, they can also aid in the construction of a one-stop metric to evaluate and compare TCPS implementations (see Section V-F).

**Note:** Step response curve characteristics of a TCPS vary widely with PI controller parameters and step-change amplitude. Further, certain settings and combinations of these parameters may mask possible issues in a TCPS. For instance, setting a low PI controller constant or controller responsiveness will result in a step response curve that does not change its characteristics with variations in packet drops or latencies in the TCPS network. We address this concern by determining optimal values for PI controller parameters and step-change amplitude such that the experiments yield a step response curve that is maximally sensitive to networking and non-networking parameter changes of the TCPS under test.

### IV. Testbed Implementation

This section describes how we implemented TCPSbed and its components in our lab.

#### A. Hardware Resources

We used desktop PCs running Ubuntu OS to host IP-based testbed components \textit{embsys-app’s}, \textit{ms-com}, \textit{ms-emu}, \textit{emu}, \textit{srv}, \textit{ss-emu}, and \textit{ss-com}. To connect these IP-based components, the UDP transport protocol is used. PSoC based development boards are used to realize embsys components, \textit{ms-embsys} and \textit{ss-embsys} [38]. The embsys boards communicate to their communication counterparts, i.e., \textit{ms-com} and \textit{ss-com}, using a full-duplex, 1 Mbit/s, UART link.

#### B. API Implementation

In order to implement the APIs in Figure 3, we use Python scripts for the IP-based testbed components and a C script for the \textit{embsys} components. The use of Python enables the APIs to be easily extended and ported to different systems. A downside of using Python is that it results in higher processing times for the APIs that code complex algorithms. However, we propose such APIs be coded in C, compiled and called within Python. Such a procedure will preserve all the advantages of Python while ensuring that the processing times of these APIs are within the requirements.

APIs corresponding to different flows in Figure 3 are run in parallel. In IP-based testbed components, this is done by placing the APIs corresponding to each flow in a separate loop and running these functions as different threads using Python’s multiprocessing package.
We use Python’s Open-CV library for implementing video flow [39]. The library APIs are used to capture video frames from the camera connected to ss-com. The frames are then encoded in JPEG to reduce size. Further, they are serialized using the Python pickle library and transmitted to ms-com. At ms-com, the received data are deserialized, decoded and displayed on a connected LCD screen. For high-definition video transmission, we split each frame into multiple sub-frames before transmission.

For implementing the audio flow, we use Python’s PyAudio library [40]. The library APIs are used to capture audio frames from the microphone connected to ss-com. These audio frames are serialized and transmitted to ms-com. At ms-com, the audio frames are reconstructed and played on a connected speaker.

For the kinematic flow, we have implemented kinematic and inverse-kinematic algorithms to capture the operator’s kinematic movements and to drive the robot joints to recreate the operator pose, respectively. We designed kinematic algorithms for a wearable tactile glove and a standard computer mouse [41]. There is a need to support a computer mouse to accommodate users who do not own an electronic glove to control the remote robot. To support a computer mouse to track the operator’s movement, we use ms-embsys-app. The state machine in this embsys-app maps the movements of a computer mouse in the X-Y plane to virtual hand movement in X-Y-Z space. For this, the algorithm maps the X-Y movements of the mouse to X-Y movements of the hand wrist. Y movement of the mouse, while the left button is in the pressed state, is mapped to the Z movement of the wrist.

C. Edge Intelligence

We use Python scripts to create the edge intelligence components ms-ei and ss-ei, and to interface them with the rest of the testbed components. Both ms-ei and ss-ie take kinematic and haptic data as inputs. As output, ms-ei generate haptic data and ss-ei generate kinematic data. In the edge intelligence components, we read kinematic, and haptic data at periodic intervals from their network sockets. The read values are then fed as arguments to API, predict(). This API processes the inputs it receives and returns the forecasted kinematic data in ms-ei and the forecasted haptic data in ss-ei. In edge intelligence components, we configure the input network sockets in non-blocking mode to allow edge intelligence components to read and predict outputs at frequencies higher than the kinematic and haptic transmit frequencies of their preceding testbed components. As a result, often, the data read will be null.

In our work, to demonstrate the use of edge intelligence with TCPS, we have coded a zero-order-hold predictor in predict() APIs of the edge intelligence components. In ss-ei, if the kinematic data read and fed to predict() is null, the zero-order hold predictor predicts the current kinematic value as the last received non-null kinematic value from srv. The predict() sets the current kinematic value to the kinematic data it receives if the received data is not null. Although the zero-order hold predictor may appear as a naive prediction algorithm, we can use it to counteract packet losses in a TCPS network. For instance, if there exist packet losses in the last-mile link connecting ss-ei and ss-com of a TCPS, we can run the zero-order hold predictor at high frequencies to duplicate data packets and counteract packet losses. In Section V-E, we show with the help of an experiment how ss-ei, which runs a zero-order hold predictor, can counteract packet losses in a lossy last-mile TCPS link.

1) Modifying predict(): We can modify predict() to code the desired prediction algorithms. For example, we can code a linear prediction algorithm in the predict() API of ss-ei, as follows. In ss-ei, if the kinematic data read and fed to the predict() is null, then predict() outputs the current kinematic value as a linear function of a fixed number of previously received non-null kinematic values from srv. If the received data is not null, predict() sets the current kinematic value to the received kinematic data.

We can also modify predict() to code a model-based predictor that uses physical models of devices and environments in a TCPS application to predict outputs [12]. Figure 6 shows the placement and input/output structure of the edge intelligence components in a typical TCPS that uses model-based prediction. The edge intelligence component at the teleoperator-side, ss-ei, uses a model of the operator and operator-side human-computer interface to predict kinematic commands from haptic data. The edge intelligence component at the operator-side, ms-ei, predicts haptic feedback from kinematic data using a model of the robot and teleoperator-side environment. It is also possible to predict audio and video feedback. However, for many use cases of TCPS, predicting haptic feedback alone may suffice. These are the cases in which the TCPS performance measures, such as the control-loop stability, are more sensitive to haptic feedback latency than audio and video feedback latencies [10].

We remark that, in practice, model-based predictions can often become involved as the models of the environment objects can consist of a large count of parameters that need to be estimated at run-time. Learning so many model parameters at run-time is a complex problem that requires running artificial intelligence or machine learning techniques in predict(). In contrast, linear prediction methods are simpler to implement and require less computational resources than model-based prediction methods. Time series predictors, due to their simplicity, suit many applications. However, they result in higher prediction errors in the presence of a more unreliable network.

![Fig. 6. Placement of edge intelligence components in a TCPS that incorporates a model-based prediction approach.](image-url)
2) **Possible Hardware Options:** In practice, the hardware to host edge intelligence components must be decided based on the complexity and computational requirement of the prediction algorithms used. For simple zero-order hold or low-order linear predictors, generic IP-based computing boards, such as Raspberry Pi or generic PCs, may suffice as done in this work. However, hosting edge intelligence components that use full-blown model-based predictors on generic computing hosts will add to the end-to-end latency of the TCPS application. In some cases, the delay may be significant enough to question the purpose of having edge intelligence in the first place. For these cases, it is appropriate to host the edge intelligence components in specialized computing hardware, known as edge computing devices, capable of accelerating machine learning and artificial intelligence prediction algorithms.

Edge computing devices come in two flavours, stand-alone accelerators and single-board computers with integrated accelerators. Stand-alone accelerators are modules that are plugged into a generic computer to enhance their ability to execute machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms. Movidius NCS is one such example [42]. Single-board computers with integrated accelerators usually run a light Linux operating system with necessary drivers for the on-board accelerators, e.g., Nvidia Jetson [43]. Since many of these edge computing devices support Linux and Python, they can support ms-ei and ss-ei components of TCPSbed, which are also implemented using Python in a Linux environment.

**D. Tools**

We have implemented the following two tools to characterize the latency and the step response behaviour of a TCPS.

1) **Latency Characterizer:** The tool reads the raw data generated in the latency characterization experiments to summarize the result with statistical features and graphs relating to latency, inter-packet delay, and packet drops.

2) **Step Response Analyzer:** The tool reads the raw data generated in the step response experiments and measures the rise time and the overshoot of step curves. Further, it classifies the step response profiles as good or bad, depending on whether the rise time and the overshoot are within given specifications to find the fraction of good step curves, which measures the reliability of the TCPS.

**E. Network Simulation**

TCPSbed supports both ns-3 and Mininet for simulating network topologies. When using ns3, the testbed components are run on real hosts and are interconnected using the component emu, which runs a simulated ns-3 network. On the other hand, when using Mininet, both the hosts and networks are simulated in Mininet.

**V. TESTBED EVALUATION**

In this section, first, we demonstrate how to use TCPSbed to deploy an end-to-end TCPS. Then, through a series of experiments evaluate the testbed performance, features and tools.
echo points. $N$ is selected to keep the error of measurement within 5\% at 95\% confidence interval.

Figure 8 shows the measured average latencies for the various entry/exit echo points of the testbed components.

- The latency values depend on the location of the echo point in the data-flow path. The farther the echo point from the tactile-operator, the higher its latency will be. This is evident in Figure 8. In the figure, latency values increase from left to right because echo points to the left are closer to the tactile-operator than to the echo points to the right.

- The difference in latency values corresponding to the entry/exit echo points for a given testbed component corresponds to the component latency. E.g., $\delta_1$ corresponds to the latency of srv.

- The difference in latency values corresponding to the entry/exit echo points corresponding to two different, but adjacent testbed components, corresponds to the latency of the interface connecting the two components. E.g., $\delta_2$ is the latency of the UART interface connecting ss-com and ss-embsys.

**Estimating Robot Actuation Delay:** In Figure 8, the latency that corresponds to the echo point ss-embsys-exit(1) does not include the actuation delay of the robot, because, the echo commands targeting ss-embsys-exit(1) are sent back as soon as the actuation commands embedded in the echo commands are extracted and sent to the robot’s joint motors. However, if the echo commands are held until the robot moves to the commanded position, which is the case with ss-embsys-exit(2), then the actuation delay of the robot can be measured as the difference in latency between the echo points ss-embsys-exit(1) and ss-embsys-exit(2). In Figure 8, $\delta_3=110$ ms corresponds to the actuation delay of the robot in moving its end-effector position by 1 cm back and forth. In the experiment, a VREP model of the PhantomX robot is used. The VREP model is interfaced with ss-com using ss-embsys-app-vrep.

**C. Latency Distributions**

Objective of the following experiment is to demonstrate the ability of TCPSbed’s latency characterization method to capture latencies experienced by kinematic data packets during a telesurgical operation in the presence of simulated and real Internet traffic.

1) **Latency Evaluation in the Presence of Simulated Internet Traffic:** For the experiment, Mininet is used to simulate the network topology circled in blue in Figure 9. Component ss-com is run on the same host that runs srv. The hosts coloured in white in the circled network portion send data to each other to simulate external traffic. The hosts simulate external traffic by replaying back the Packet Capture (PCAP) file bigFlows.pcap [46] using Linux tool tcpreplay [47]. The PCAP is a capture of real network traffic on a busy private network’s access point to the Internet [46]. We use two different replay speed settings for simulating traffic: 1x and 5x. Setting the replay speed to 1x replays the traffic at the same speed at which it is captured in the PCAP file. Setting the replay speed to 5x replays the traffic five times faster than the speed at which it is captured in the PCAP file. Figure 10 shows the simulated traffic at the replay speed of 1x captured using Wireshark [48].
kinematic packets used are from [49] that correspond to a surgeon performing a suturing operation using the da Vinci Surgical System. For this, we embed echo commands to each kinematic packet read from the da Vinci Surgical System dataset to target the echo point ss-com-exit. These kinematic packets are then inserted into the kinematic data path using Test-PC, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 11 shows the distribution of latencies experienced by the kinematic packets without and with simulated external traffic for inter-switch link bandwidth of 10 Mbps and PCAP replay speed of 1x. Table I lists the latencies experienced by the kinematic packets for different inter-switch link bandwidths and tcpreplay settings.

![Figure 11. Distributions of the latencies experienced by kinematic packets traversing through the testbed components without (left-side plot) and with (right-side plot) external traffic.](image)

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tcpreplay Settings</th>
<th>Inter Switch Link Bandwidth (Mbps)</th>
<th>Latencies (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min, Max, Avg, Std Dev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.34, 0.98, 0.41, 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>0.36, 625.39, 142.28, 156.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1x</td>
<td>0.35, 1.47, 0.42, 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5x</td>
<td>0.35, 5.33, 0.42, 0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Latency Evaluation in Presence of Real Internet Traffic across an Intercontinental Link: For this experiment, we used two PCs. We placed PC-1 and PC-2 in two universities: Indian Institute of Science (Bangalore, India) and Delft University of Technology (Delft, The Netherlands). PC-1 hosted ms-com, and srv and PC-2 hosted ss-com. We then used TCPSbed’s latency characterization method to measure the latencies experienced by kinematic packets traversing from the entry point of ms-com to the exit point of ss-com. Figure 12 shows the result.

Latencies experienced by kinematic packets have a long tail in the presence of external traffic. The tail is a result of the link bandwidth not being large enough to accommodate the peak traffic rates. Since TCPS applications are sensitive to latencies, long latency tails are a concern. Further, critical TCPS applications demand stringent bounds also on end-to-end latency. Traditional best-effort networks cannot guarantee such bounds on latencies without overprovisioning the link bandwidth.

**D. Accuracy of Latency Measurements**

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the measurement error with TCPSbed’s latency characterization method in a sample TCPS setting. For the experiment, the network in Figure 9 is simulated in Mininet. We use a code block in srv to simulate different code latencies. We then measure these latencies using the TCPSbed’s latency characterization method and compare them with the original setting to determine the measurement error. We experiment with three different external traffic conditions. For simulating the external traffic every host coloured in white in the network transmits data to every other host coloured in white at a constant bit rate of $T_b$. We run the experiment for three different $T_b$: 0 Kbps, 500 Kbps and 750 Kbps. For the latency measurements, we send 5000 echo commands targeting the entry and exit points of the code block. We set the transmit interval of the echo commands to 20 ms.

Table II shows the set and measured latency of the code block for different code block latency settings and external traffic conditions. Figure 13 plots the error in latency measurement. We observe that measurement error is within 10% for all cases.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code Block Latency (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E. Performance of Edge Intelligence**

To demonstrate how edge intelligence can improve performance in TCPS applications, we devise and perform the following set of experiments. In these experiments, through an embsys-app at ms-com, we alternatively drive the gripper
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Fig. 13. Error in latency measurement for different set values of code block latencies and traffic conditions.

The position of the remote-side robot in VREP between two states—open and close. See Figure 14.

Fig. 14. Left and right figures show the closed and open positions, respectively, of the PhantomX robot gripper.

For the experimental setup, we configure the testbed as in Figure 2 with support for Mininet. In Mininet, we simulate four hosts to run testbed components and use point-to-point links to connect these hosts. We use the first host to run ms-embsys-app and ms-com, second host to run srv, third to run ss-ei and the last one to run ss-com and ss-embsys-app. Throughout the experiment, we disabled the ms-ei.

In the experiments, we switch the robot’s gripper position between the open and close states at an interval of 100 ms. In the first experiment, we simulate a lossless link connecting different testbed components. The leftmost graph in Figure 15 shows how the signal corresponding to the gripper position at the robot-side varies over time. As we expect, the gripper position alternates between a lower and higher value corresponding to the close and open states at an interval of 100 ms. In the second experiment, we model the last-mile link, the link connecting ss-ei and ss-com as a lossy link and every other link as lossless links to model TCPS applications that use wireless technologies for the last-mile link. For the experiment, we consider a packet-loss percentage of 50. Although high, we choose this value to easily visualize the effect of the lossy last-mile link on gripper positions. The center graph in Figure 15 shows how the gripper position at the robot-side varies over time. We see that unlike the leftmost graph, in the centermost graph, the gripper position does not switch at regular intervals; this is because of the missing packets at the robot-side due to the lossy link.

In the third and final experiment, we use the teleoperator-side edge intelligence module, ss-ei, to prevent the last-mile link losses from affecting the gripper positions. In ss-ei, we run a simple forecast algorithm, a zero-order hold predictor that runs at a frequency of 1 KHz. The zero-order hold predictor running at high frequencies duplicates data packets in the last-mile link and counteracts any packet losses. We see that unlike in the center graph in Figure 15, in the rightmost graph, which is the case with edge intelligence, the gripper position switches at regular intervals as expected from a lossless last-mile link.

Enabling edge intelligence modules, even if they run simple prediction algorithms such as a zero-order hold predictor, can be useful in many TCPS applications. TCPSbed with support for operator-side and teleoperator-side edge intelligence components will enable the developers to add edge intelligence support to their TCPS applications with ease. Developers using TCPSbed can concentrate on designing prediction algorithms instead of spending time on integrating edge intelligence in TCPS.

F. Step Response Experiments

We claim in Section III-B that the step response curve parameters such as rise-time and overshoot are affected by the TCPS component and network characteristics. To demonstrate this behaviour using TCPSbed, we conduct the following step response experiments. For the experiment, we use three PCs. We run ms-com and srv on PC-1, emu on PC-2, and ss-com on PC-3. emu simulates an ns-3 network with configurable RTT and packet drop values. For conducting the step response experiments, we interface the PI controller to ms-com by running ms-embsys-app-PIController in PC-1. Further, to simulate step disturbance, we use ss-embsys-app-stepInput. ss-embsys-app-stepInput is interfaced to ss-com and is run on PC-3. We ensured that the PC’s selected are sufficiently fast to introduce negligible impact on the resultant step responses.

Figure 16 shows the step response curves for different network RTT and packet drops. These results confirm that RTT and packet drops affect the step response curves. Any application prescribes limits on rise times and overshoots. It is now possible to determine the maximum RTT and packet drop rate to keep the overshoot and rise time below the prescribed values. For instance, for the implemented TCPS and the sample PI controller coefficients in use, packet drops must not exceed 30% if the maximum allowed overshoot is 20% (see graph 3 in Figure 16).

TCPS Quality Assessment: We can model a TCPS as a control system with multiple control loops, each associated with a different feedback modality such as audio, video and haptic. Depending on the use case, one or more of these control loops will be critical. Analyzing the performance of such critical control loops will provide an insight into the overall quality of TCPS. Our proposed step response analysis method will be useful here; in particular, we may use the resultant step response parameters such as rise times, overshoots and undershoots to construct a one-stop metric to evaluate and compare TCPS performances. However, such a study requires that each TCPS outputs a unique step response profile. We believe that generating such unique step response profiles is possible by tuning the responsiveness of the reference controller used in step response experiments. A possible way to tune the controller would be to produce step responses with
Fig. 15. Figures show how the gripper position signal passed to the PhantomX robot varies over time for different experimental settings. The leftmost figure is for the case where the last-mile link is lossless. The center figure is when the last mile link suffers a 50% packet loss, and the rightmost figure is when the last mile link suffers a 50% packet loss and with teleoperator-side edge intelligence.

Fig. 16. Step response for different RTT and packet drop percentages. X represents the component of RTT that is not part of emulation. The change in pressure (1 → 0.5) occurs at ≈ 0.2 s.

the shortest rise time for specific overshoot and undershoot limits.

Recently, after publication of our initial work [1], we have extended the step response characterization of TCPS further. In [5] and [50], we standardize step response characterization of TCPS. We also use step response characterization to formulate a metric called Quality of Control (QoC). We use QoC as an indicator to grade TCPS performances. Towards this, we extensively evaluate and characterize the step response method.

VI. TESTBED APPLICATIONS

In this section, we demonstrate a few potential applications of TCPSbed. Specifically, we illustrate how to use TCPSbed to determine optimal placement of TCPS components and to analyze the effect of interrupt coalescence and buffering in network device drivers and network nodes on TCPS latencies.

A. Effect of Server Placement

In many TCPS applications, we may have the option to place srv at different network locations. Traditional network tools such as ping and traceroute will not be able to determine which of these locations is appropriate for placing srv for the following reasons. First, these tools can measure only network latencies. They will not be able to evaluate the non-networking latencies, such as the overhead involved between srv application to network interfaces or the srv processing times. Second, these tools may not capture the latencies of the path which the application might take. Third, these tools cannot evaluate the performance during a live TCPS run, which is necessary to study the effect of external traffic on TCPS performance.

To circumvent the above issues with traditional latency measurement approaches, we propose using TCPSbed’s latency characterizer. This experiment’s objective is to demonstrate how to use TCPSbed’s latency characterizer to determine the best network location to place srv.

For the experiment, the network, as shown in Figure 9, is simulated in Mininet. ms-com is run in the host connected to switch S₀ and ss-com in the host connected to switch S₈. We used TCPSbed’s latency characterization method to measure the average latencies experienced by kinematic packets corresponding to different echo points by running srv in different hosts connected to different switches.

Figure 17 shows the results. One can use these results to interpret the best placement strategy for srv. For instance, placing srv in hosts connected to switches S₁, S₆ and S₅ minimizes the end-to-end latency in comparison to placing it in hosts connected to S₀ and S₈.

Remark: In the figure, the difference in the entry and exit latencies of srv is significant in comparison to ms-com and ss-com, because, the kinematics and the inverse kinematics algorithms are run in srv.

B. Effect of Interrupt Coalescence and Buffering in the Network Device Drivers

In this experiment, we study how one flow in a TCPS affects others due to interrupt coalescence and buffering at
network device drivers. In particular, we study how traffic in the bandwidth-intensive video flow affects the latencies of packets in the kinematic flow. The experimental setup consists of two PCs, PC-1 and PC-2, connected by a point-to-point Ethernet link. ms-com and srv are run in PC-1 and ss-com in PC-2. We consider two cases. In the first case, the latencies of packets in the kinematic flow are measured without enabling the video flow. In the second case, the latency measurements are repeated with video flow. In both cases, we use an unmodified Linux kernel in hosts and use TCPSbed’s latency characterization method to measure latencies. We transmit video in MJPEG format at a frame rate of 30 fps and with a JPEG frame size of 20 KB from the tactile-teleoperator to the tactile-operator.

Figure 18 shows the result. We find that, with video, the average latency of kinematic packet reduces. The decrease in average latency is non-intuitive. However, we can explain this phenomenon as follows. The network drivers do not transfer IP packets to the upper layer for every short packet it receives. Instead, the received packets accumulate the received packets until they cross a threshold (or when a time-out happens) [51], [52]. When the video flow is enabled, the video packets being large cause the threshold to cross more frequently, resulting in the network driver to transfer packets to the upper layer more often, thereby reducing latency.

To confirm our hypothesis, we replicate the above behaviour by transmitting simulated external traffic instead of video. Our hypothesis that the unnecessary buffering of packets contributes to the decrease in average kinematic packet latency will be correct if, in experiments, we find that average latency tends to decrease with an increase in the external traffic bit rate. Figure 19 shows these results. As we expect, increasing the external traffic bit rate decreases the average latency. Note, however, that we expect this behaviour only up to a certain intensity, beyond which the external traffic will choke the buffers and cause the latency to shoot up.

Interrupt coalescence and buffering of packets in Linux hosts are a result of NAPI in network device drivers [51]. Since having low latency is critical in TCPS applications, we recommend disabling NAPI in network device drivers of all hosts along the TCPS transmit path.

C. Effect of Bufferbloat

From the previous experiment, we conclude that the buffering of packets in hosts is harmful to TCPS. In TCPS, apart from hosts, the buffering of the packets also occurs in the network infrastructure (e.g., switches and routers). This experiment’s objective is to determine how the buffering in switches affects TCPS performance, particularly TCPS packet latencies.

Depending on the switch buffer size, link capacities, and the external traffic, TCPS packets can experience different latencies. Often higher traffic rates in combination with large buffer sizes can clog the buffers resulting in bufferbloat. When bufferbloat occurs, packets will experience high latencies for extended duration of time till a congestion control algorithm steps in and limits the flows and until the switches drain out the packets pending in their buffers. The vulnerability of bufferbloat is that it can be triggered even by a single misbehaving network flow. TCPS flows, being latency-sensitive and used in critical applications such as telesurgery, cannot tolerate such bufferbloat, even if it appears intermittently.

A possible solution to avoid bufferbloat, even in the presence of a misbehaving flow, is to limit the buffer sizes. However, limiting buffer sizes in switches can result in packet drops. For many latency-sensitive applications such as in TCPS, it may be preferable to experience intermittent packet drops rather than to experience bufferbloat, which can affect the packet latencies for an extended duration of time.

We perform the following experiment to demonstrate how buffer sizes in switches affect the latencies of TCPS packets. We use Mininet to simulate the network topology circled in red in Figure 9. The hosts coloured in white in the circled network portion are used to simulate external traffic at a constant bit rate of 4.7 Mbps to each other.

Figure 20 shows how the latency experienced by TCPS kinematic packets traversing from the operator to the teleoperator side varies with buffer sizes and with different TCPS transmit rates. As expected, higher transmit rates and larger buffer sizes result in higher packet latencies. Limiting buffer size in switches to the size of two IP packets ensures that even at a TCPS kinematic packet transmit interval of 1 ms, the latency is under control (≈ 1 ms). However, this setting also increases the packet drop percentage by ≈ 20%.

Bufferbloat can be avoided by constraining buffers in the network switches. However, the traditional methods of constraining switch buffers per-port will degrade the performance of non-TCPS flows such as video streaming and media downloads that demand large buffers. A potential solution is to isolate TCPS flows from non-TCPS flows and to constraining...
switch buffers per-flow such that fewer buffers are allotted for the TCPS flows [53], [54].

D. Support for Different TCPS Applications

TCPSbed supports implementation of different TCPS applications. We have already discussed use of TCPSbed to run a TCPS application where an operator controls a remote-side robot using a haptic glove (see Section V-A). In [55] we demonstrate use of TCPSbed to run a TCPS application where an operator controls a virtual robot simulated in V-REP using a computer mouse. In this section, as a proof of concept, we demonstrate use of TCPSbed to implement a non-robotic TCPS application where an operator controls the direction and speed of a remote-side conveyor belt using a computer mouse. Towards this, we use the experimental setup in Figure 9 with the following modifications. We simulate a conveyor belt in V-REP at ss-com, and we interface a computer mouse at ms-com. We enable the kinematic data path and update its APIs to map the mouse wheel movements to the speed and direction of the conveyor belt (see [55]). We demonstrate this application in Figure 21.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have designed and implemented a testbed, TCPSbed, for Tactile Internet-based Cyber-Physical Systems (TCPS). The main objective of TCPSbed is to enable quick prototyping and evaluation of TCPS applications. Our initial learnings from using TCPSbed can be summarized as follows: (i) in a TCPS, both networking and non-networking latencies, in particular, the delay associated with robot actuation, play a significant role. (ii) buffering of packets, at the switches or at the host, affect TCPS packet latencies. (iii) traditional best-effort networks in presence of external traffic cannot guarantee bounds on TCPS packet latencies. (iv) using edge intelligence components to predict kinematic and haptic signals at the network edges can significantly improve TCPS applications’ performance even if the edge intelligence components consist of simple prediction algorithms. (v) step response curves of a TCPS implementation are affected by its components. Designing a meaningful metric to assess the quality of TCPS implementations using step response experiments is thus warranted.

We envision that TCPSbed will find its usage in all stages of TCPS development. One can use TCPSbed’s latency and stability analyzer tools to perform suitability analysis of networking and non-networking components for prototyping TCPS applications. In the prototyping stage of a TCPS, TCPSbed’s tools can be used to co-optimize the hardware, software and algorithms delays to meet the requirements of the application. Further, TCPSbed’s edge intelligence components can be used to experimentally determine the right prediction algorithm to apply for a given network scenario. Finally, during the production stage of a TCPS, TCPSbed can be used as a platform to calibrate several of the TCPS components.

In the same vein as many open wireless networking testbeds, we have built TCPSbed modularly, which enables others to modify it as per their needs. Our international experiment shows that we can use TCPSbed remotely and can port it to different locations. We have also made TCPSbed’s source code open through our GitHub page TactileInternet [55].
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